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About Us
Carrying heavy loads becomes less burdensome when one uses high performance
Construction Wheelbarrow. Searching for the ﬁnest? If yes, then Khadija Enterprise is
an entity to form association with. We are maintaining large stocks of this user-friendly
product featuring various load bearing capacities for meeting demands of
construction, gardening and many other related industrial areas. Our organization
follows a strict quality assurance strategy that helps us meet customers expectations
for supreme quality. Contrary to competitors expectations, we, as a manufacturer,
maintain extremely high standards. The heavy duty range we serve includes Single
Wheel Wheelbarrow, Manual Single Wheel Wheelbarrow, Mild Steel Hand
Wheelbarrow, etc.
From manufacturing to shipment, we make sure all activities we undertake align with
the requirements of buyers with utmost perfection. We maintain our manufactured
item in diversiﬁed colors, sizes, designs and styles for enabling commercial users to
choose products as per their preference. Apart from this, we assure customers that our
precisely constructed products can carry different capacity of loads and serve long
without any malfunctioning.

Customers Satisfaction
Our company has been climbing ladders of success by meeting requirements for
durable and useful Construction Wheelbarrow. Our range comes in several
speciﬁcations that helps customers to make use of it completely as per their job
requirement. We have a manufacturing team that focuses on creating Wheelbarrows
in many small to large sizes, which are compatible for carrying products, such as
blocks, cement and other such items. This sturdy product performs operations in the
most convenient manner. Use of advanced quality wheels and modern handles that
give perfect grip help our products to perform satisfactorily.
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Our Products

Single Wheel Wheelbarrow

Double Wheel Wheelbarrow

Manual Single Wheel Wheelbarrow

Mild Steel Hand Wheelbarrow
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Contact Us
Survey No. 236/1, Property No. 1198/C2,
Mahi Road, Ta - Vadgam Evera Compound Mahi,
Banaskantha - 385210, Gujarat, India
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